
Focus-Chart: How-to-use ideas... 
 
- Useful whenever clarification and alignment of goals, ressources,  

restrictions and rules are worth checking, and adapting 
 
- Applicable for groups or oneself , on a sheet of paper, an overhead transparency 

sheet, a flipchart, or even larger format (whatever fits for task- and group-size) 
 
- Apart from „Title“ and „Date“ (noted first, on top of the sheet) the format comprises 

a basic division of the chart into five areas, arranged in three layers, with the 
middle layer itself divided into three areas (layout and numbering used: see 
sample next page).  

 
- Usually the first two fields to be filled (with contributions from all present!) are 

„Output“ („4“) and „Larger Context“ („5“). Output means: what we’ll have at the 
end of our meeting, ready to take it out of the room (Report? Model? Action 
Plan?...). Larger context means: Relevant components of a desirable future (in 
SF: miracle parts!...) towards which today’s output will itself be a useful input.  

 
- These fields are carefully „plausibility checked“: Can we reach these goals, 

realistically, today? Do they contribute to the larger whole? Could we define better 
goals / outcomes equally contributing to the larger project? Are the elements of 
the larger context attractive / worth pursuing? Who benefits from them? Etc. etc.... 

 
- Next, the fields „Input“ („2“) and the „R4“ („1“) are filled. Input means: all materials 

(documents, output from former sessions, models, ...) that are present in the room 
and relevant for the defined outcome. (In other words: everything that increases 
the number of options to work with.) R4 stands for rules, roles, responsibilites, 
and restrictions - everything that limits the number of options. (Sometimes code of 
conduct presupposed self-evident turns out not to be so – then is a good time to 
explicitely write it down here!...) 

 
- Enlarged plausibility check: Do we have all input required for desired outcomes? 

Do we have to change, remove, or add rules or roles for a successful code of 
conduct? Have we noticed participants‘ additional talents (as resources!)? Etc. ...  

 
- Last (!!) section to fill and agree upon is the Agenda („3“). When the other four 

areas were carefully prepared and well checked for compatibility / 
complementarity, the agenda should „fall into place“, almost automatically: the 
logical description of the steps in the course of the meeting to transform present 
input, using the resources and respecting the rules, into the desired output which 
is required in an attractive lager context.  
(Frequently observable, but unfavorable for progress, is that the agenda is treated 
as a given, is not seen in the context it serves for, or doesn’t even exist...) 

 
- Once the group (or my own „inner team“...;-) agrees with the completeness and 

fit-ness of the focus chart’s descriptions, work can start full steam.  
 
- Whenever changes (including: progress!...) occur, the focus chart may be 

readjusted and updated by all involved. (Using post-it stickers keeps the entries 
mobile and rearrangable according to needs and progress!).  
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 „Focus Chart“: solutions in time... 

Inspired by (a.o.): Martin Gerber, flowteam.com 
Jürg Wilhelm, ife-web.com 
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Focus Five as Timeline: 

Desired (tangible!) 
OUTPUT 
 
What result 
(“milestone”) can 
we carry out of this 
room later on? 
- qualitatively: what 
exactly will we have 
reached?  
- quantitatively: how 
much of it / to what 
extent? 
... 

R4: rules, roles, responsibilities, restrictions 
(Possibly not as self-evident as assumed) important values 
(So far maybe only implicit) presuppositions  
(So far maybe unwritten) rules / code of conduct  
Any other relevant restrictions, or even “bottlenecks” / constraints 
... 

Larger context / Sense  
 
- What is today‘s outcome good for? What will it itself be input to? 
- What will be the next, larger task?  
- What else will be influenced by our outcome? 
-... 

Today‘s agenda 
(THROUGHPUT) 
 
Agenda 
 
Project plan 
 
Process of 
transformation:  
- how much?  
- of what? with  
what?  
- in what sequence 
... 
 

INPUT 
 
 
Description(s) of 
current situation 
 
Materials and 
documents present  
 
Special talents of 
people present 
... 
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